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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report analyzes the insurability of autonomous vehicles (AVs) and explores how Safelife
can introduce a new insurance product for these vehicles that effectively considers their unique exposure
as well as their potential socioeconomic impact on Carbia. This report provides a comprehensive
proposal for a new insurance policy specifically oriented toward autonomous vehicles, complete with
long-term forecasts and other necessary considerations.
In the next decade, the introduction and growth of AVs will not only have a revolutionary impact
on the Carbian economy, but will also completely change the universal approach to auto insurance. This
report seeks to identify all of these changes and, more importantly, how Safelife can design a policy that
best addresses these impacts.
Analysis based on both Safelife’s internal data and outside research demonstrates that AVs are a
highly insurable risk. This report provides what we believe to be the most accurate solution for a new
policy tailored to these vehicles given the data limitations and uncertainties. Since several assumptions
and complex estimates were required to mitigate these uncertainties, extensive justification, supporting
calculations, and alternative considerations have been provided in the appendices as well as in the
attached Excel workbooks; however, the main report will focus on the conclusions, limitations, and their
impacts on Safelife.
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2. METHODOLOGIES
Below, Table 1 gives a high-level overview of the methodologies used in our analyses and
calculations. Each is discussed in depth in the appendices; a discussion of our assumptions can be found
in Section 8.

Table 1: Methodologies
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3. AUTONOMOUS POLICY OVERVIEW
Before an adequate insurance policy for AVs can be created, we must define what constitutes an
AV. While there has been extensive discussion on this topic, the most widely accepted framework for
defining AVs comes from SAE International’s Levels of Driving Automation (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Levels of Driving Automation
Source:“SAE International Releases Updated Visual Chart for Its ‘Levels of Driving Automation’
Standard for Self-Driving Vehicles”, 2018
For our analysis, we have condensed these levels into three groups: Fully-Autonomous Vehicles,
Semi-Autonomous Vehicles, and Traditional Vehicles. Table 2 includes all definitions relevant to this
new policy proposal as well as abbreviations that will be used throughout this report.
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Table 2: Definitions & Abbreviations
We recommend a two-fold approach to writing AVs to Safelife:
1. Design a new policy exclusively for FAVs, to be launched in 2022
2. Begin to write SAVs onto our current policy with a small discount immediately
We believe that only FAVs warrant a new policy because SAVs still include the propensity for
human error since manual takeover is still required. However, we believe that SAVs should still be
written through the old policy—with a discount—in order to be consistent with Safelife’s primary
Page 6

competitors. Table 3 illustrates the policy characteristics for both the Traditional Line policy and the
Autonomous Line policy.

Table 3: Policy Characteristics

Section 3.1 New Risks
While our research indicates that the inherent risk of AVs is monumentally smaller than the risk
of insuring traditional vehicles, there are several new risks to consider with the inception of autonomous
vehicles (Table 4).
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Source: Litman, 2019
One of the most significant new concerns is the cybersecurity risk that comes with the emergence
of autonomous vehicles (Teows, 2016). We propose that the Autonomous Line includes different
cybersecurity endorsements for personal versus commercial policies since this risk differs greatly
between these lines. We have chosen to use competitive analysis to develop rates for these coverages
(summarized in Table 5).

Sourced from Main Street America Protection Public Filing NGMC-131652718 and GuideOne Mutual
Public Filing GDEA-131791204
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Please see Appendix B for a complete derivation of these coverages, their terms, and their rates.
Table 6 summarizes our final proposal for these endorsements, which we will refer to in later analyses.

Section 3.2: Liability
One of the biggest concerns surrounding AVs is who will be liable for an accident caused by a
driverless car. We have identified several different potential sources of liability in Figure 2 below:
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Figure 2: Sources Of Liability
Source: Falvey, Foggan, & Panagakos, 2018
Numerous governments, including Japan, Germany, the United Kingdom, China, and select US
States, have all either passed or are currently forming regulations that place the owner/owner's insurance
company primarily liable for damages in an accident caused by an autonomous vehicle, though AV
manufacturers retain limited liability for cases of system flaws (Miles, 2018; Sanitt, Evans, Daddar, &
Hidaka, 2017; “Japan to place accident liability on self-driving car owners”; Mallesons, 2017).
In addition, we have also seen insurance companies making the assumption that vehicle owners
of autonomous vehicles are still liable for everything that a traditional vehicle is liable for (Appendix B).
Therefore, for the purpose of this analysis, we have assumed liability regulations in Carbia will form in a
similar manner: the owner of an AV, and his or her insurers, will remain the primarily liable parties in the
case of an accident, excluding cases of system flaws, in which the manufacturer assumes liability.
These types of regulations are very complex and dynamic; due to their uncertain nature, it will be
crucial for Safelife to stay informed on Carbia’s regulatory decisions and adjust their pricing plans
accordingly. Therefore, we have included an extended analysis of the assignment of liability in
Appendix F.
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4: POLICY IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
This section will provide Safelife with an overview of what we believe to be the most important
strategies for implementation for this new insurance product.

Section 4.1: Demographics and Target Audiences
Surveys have shown that the most likely demographics to adopt autonomous vehicles are young
people and males (Figures 3 & 4):

Source: Hulse, Xie, & Galea 2018
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Source: Hulse, Xie, & Galea, 2018
However, under the assumption that a person is not operating an autonomous vehicle at any time,
we do not believe these characteristics have any impact on the inherent risk that an autonomous vehicle
carries other than a slight increase in risk-taking behavior (Litman, 2019). Furthermore, since
autonomous vehicles are projected to be very costly (Figure 5), personal sales are anticipated to be a
much smaller market than the commercial sector.
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Figure 5: Cost of Autonomous Driving Over Time
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Source: Appendix E
This is likely to limit the size of the personal market initially, as many are not willing to pay
these prices for autonomy (Figure 6):

Source: Bansal, 2017
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Rather, AVs provide a much more unique opportunity for businesses. Despite their large initial
purchase prices, these vehicles create the potential for significant large-scale savings on top of other
lucrative opportunities (Figure 7):
Autonomous
Ridesharing

Platooning
Semi-Trucks

A connected,
ridesharing AV fleet in
an urban setting is
efficient enough to
replace 9.3 TVs with
each AV.

The truck platooning
market is projected to
grow 60.69% yearly
starting 2021,
becoming a $2.723
billion (Ĉ13.64 billion)
industry by 2030.

Lyft has already
completed over 5,000
autonomous rides with
vehicles from Aptiv

Nvidia and Paccar's
partnership with Baidu,
Tesla, Bosch, and
Toyota together
completed the world's
first-ever cross-border
truck platooning trip in
2016

Nissan and Renault are
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autonomous taxi
business model for
Japan, testing in Tokyo
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connected trucks in
2018
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Transportation
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Department of
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Figure 7: Commercial AV Opportunities/Advantages
Sources: Fagnant, Kockelman, & Bansal, 2015; Amedeo, 2017; Trego, 2018; Somerville, 2018;
Autotech, 2018
Due to these reasons, as well as the results of our projections, we believe commercial entities
will be the primary users of autonomous vehicles. For Safelife, as the largest auto insurer in Carbia,
these developments present a unique and extremely advantageous opportunity, as many commercial
companies are eager to take advantage of these benefits. By establishing relationships with these
commercial entities early, Safelife can identify concerns specific to each potential client, work to address
these concerns, and develop specialized contracts uniquely suited to the size and location needs of each
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fleet. As a result, other companies will struggle to cater to these fleets in the future as Safelife will have
the best policy tailored towards these risks.
Based on this research, we have developed a chronological list of marketing recommendations
for Safelife (Figure 8):

• Develop relationships with any companies in Carbia planning to launch autonomous fleets
• Work to identify these companies' specific concerns about AVs, carefully negotiate & develop mutually
Begin talks with beneficial contracts specifically catered to location, fleet size, and purpose

commercial
entities now

Aggressively
pursue firstmover
advantage

Penetrate
personal
market

• Have contracts prepared in advance and be ready to launch policy as soon as regulatory action permits
Safelife to do so
• Continuously work to improve rates, even before the policy is launched: request access to detailed data on
any AVs being tested by Safelife's commercial clients, promising this data will help us give them the best
rates in the future

• PAVs will one day be affordable enough for consumers to purchase; widespread commercial use of
autonomous vehicles will naturally increase the public's trust in AVs
• Having the preliminary data on commercial AVs in Carbia will allow Safelife to price personal AVs
competitively as soon as the policy launches
• If executed effectively, Safelife will become the industry standard before anyone else has a chance

Figure 8: Safelife Marketing Recommendations

Section 4.2: Regulatory Outlook
As discussed in Section 3.2, future legislature related to fault and liability will be the most
crucial regulations to monitor when designing rating plans for AVs. However, there are numerous
additional regulations to consider. Figure 9 summarizes potential areas for AV legislation as well as
entities who have adopted each type of legislation.
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Figure 9
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Source: Falvey, Foggan, & Panagakos, 2018
Since all of these regulations could potentially impact Safelife, it is crucial that the company
stays up-to-date on all new AV regulations in Carbia. Some of the most potentially influential include
laws related to truck platooning, as changes in trailing distance regulations may impact claim severity.
Additionally, any additions/changes in insurance requirements in Carbia, or specific laws regarding
cybersecurity provisions for AVs, would need to be reflected in Safelife’s premiums. However, if
Safelife follows this proposal and includes cybersecurity coverage in the new policy, we believe that
Safelife will be well-equipped for these types of regulatory changes in the future.
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Section 4.3: Adoption Timeline
There is a very promising adoption curve for autonomous vehicles in the next decade. The
adoption timeline for Safelife was developed by averaging the results of five different credible empirical
projections of the AV adoption timeline (Figure 10). Appendix C explains how these adoption timelines
were developed in detail.

Source: Appendix C
It is important to acknowledge that the adoption timeline for autonomous vehicles is subject to
many unknowns and uncertainties. In addition, technology was the most volatile sector of the market in
2018 (Buchbinder, Casey, & O’Neal, 2018), which indicates that the global AV market could also
experience volatility like this in the near future. Therefore, we recommend that Safelife pay close
attention to this market and continually update forecasts.
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5. PURE PREMIUM PROJECTIONS
The pure premiums for FAVs will be vastly different from the pure premiums for TVs as human
error accounts for the majority of the risk involved in driving (Figure 11):

Source: Singh, 2015
By taking human error out of the equation, nearly all of the risk inherent to AVs will come from
technological and environmental factors, which carry significantly less uncertainty than human behavior
(The CAS Automated Vehicles Task Force, 2018).

Section 5.1: Impact on Claim Frequency/S everity
To develop loss cost projections, we first considered, at a high level, how FAVs will change the
frequency and severity of claims by individual coverage, as compared to traditional vehicles (Table 7):
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Source: Appendix D
In order to quantify these estimates, we began with the 10 years of history provided by Safelife.
We utilized ARIMA modeling techniques to extract the trend from the aggregate pure premiums and
developed a baseline forecast of Safelife’s pure premium per exposure (Appendix A). However, while
this data accurately depicted the risk of traditional vehicles, we felt that there should be adjustments to
this baseline forecast to account for the impact on risk from FAVs.
In order to determine how to adjust the baseline forecasts, we first categorized the major sources
of risk, determined what coverages would be impacted, and developed numerical proxies to quantify the
impact on individual coverages (Figure 12):
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Source: Appendix D
We elected to develop adjustment factors that would vary based on how our numerical proxies
varied with time. Table 8 summarizes the steps and research involved in developing the adjustment
factors for each individual coverage, while Table 9 displays the final (simplified) adjustment factor
formulas.
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Source: Appendix G

Source: Appendix G
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We also developed similar adjustment factors for SAVs and TVs because we believe that their
overall risk will also decrease as more cars on the road become autonomous, thereby reducing overall
third-party risk. Please see Appendix D for a thorough development of these adjustment factors.
Initially, we predict a small net increase in pure premium per exposure for PAVs and a larger net
increase for CAVs, but our estimates show that both commercial and personal will have pure premiums
below that of traditional vehicles by 2025 (Figure 13 and Table 10).

Figure 13: Pure Premium Per Exposure Over Time
2500
2400
2300
2200
2100
2000
1900
1800
2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035
AV(WithoutCyber) Pure Premium Estimate

PAV Pure Premium With Cyber Estimate

CAV Pure Premium With Cyber Estimate

SAV Pure Premium Estimate

TV Pure Premium Estimate

Source: Appendix G
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Source: Appendix G
Until true accident frequency and severity data on AVs is available, any estimate of their loss
costs will naturally be a rough approximation. With this in mind, we intentionally selected justifiably
conservative estimates when predicting the reduction in claim frequency, to protect Safelife from
potential large deviations from these projections.

Section 5.2: Timing of Marke t Entrance
Naturally, timing of market entrance will majorly impact Safelife’s loss cost estimates, due not
only to market share impacts, but also to many time-sensitive factors.
We recommend that Safelife launches this policy in 2022. This will guarantee Safelife’s
position as a first-mover and that Safelife’s Autonomous Line follows an adaptive new entry strategy,
which involves creating a highly differentiated product that captures customer value by incorporating
modern marketing trends (Dess, Lumpkin, Eisner, McNamara, 2014). Figure 14 summarizes the
implications of various possible launch dates.
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Sources: Appendices; Cha & Yu, 2014
We also must acknowledge that it is difficult to estimate what the best time to launch a new
insurance policy is and that we were limited to analyzing small data sets in order to develop these
conclusions (Appendix E). We recommend that Safelife begin establishing relationships with
commercial entities as soon as possible in order to ensure that a first-mover market share is
attainable.
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6. 10-YEAR PROJECTIONS
We have provided Safelife with 10-year pure premium projections for this new policy, as well as
the old policy, beginning in 2022. Table 10 summarizes the total pure premium for the first 10 years
broken out by type of vehicle insured. Table 11 shows the combined pure premium as well as the per
exposure pure premium.

Appendix G
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Source: Appendix G

Source: Appendix G
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Although total pure premium is significantly lower in the baseline projection, if we look at the
pure premium on a per exposure basis, we see that Safelife is obtaining significantly more business
while incurring significantly lower losses in the projection with the new policy.
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7. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR 2030
Safelife’s goal for this new policy is for approximately 20-25% of Safelife’s business to be in the
Autonomous Line by 2030. Our timeline and market share projections have indicated that this is a
realistic goal if Safelife effectively establishes itself as a first-mover. In order to provide a proper
sensitivity analysis, many assumptions were made to compensate for the data limitations. Table 13
provides these assumptions, while Table 14 provides the sensitivity analysis below.

Source: Appendix G
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Source: Appendix G
It is clear that increasing the portion of business in the Autonomous Line decreases pure
premium per exposure. Autonomous vehicles are undoubtedly much safer to insure. Therefore, we
recommend that Safelife alter their goal so that 30% of their business is in the Autonomous Line by
2030. Our 10-year projections have indicated that it is quite feasible, and our sensitivity analysis shows
that overall risk decreases as more of Safelife’s business becomes autonomous.
In addition, we have developed other smaller recommendations that Safelife can pursue to
further decrease pure premiums with autonomous business. Looking at the breakdown of pure premium
in 2030 (Table 15), we can identify some clear areas for improvement.
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Source: Appendix D, Appendix G
As a result, we have tailored our additional recommendations around Collision and
Comprehensive. Table 16 summarizes our recommendations based on the observations depicted above.
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8. DATA LIMITATIONS & ASSUMPTIONS
While the data provided by Safelife was sufficient to evaluate the risk of traditional vehicles, it
did not capture the risk of autonomous vehicles. In addition, several assumptions were required to
account for unknowns and uncertainties that we did not have conclusive data for. Table 17 details all of
the general data limitations, corresponding assumptions, and relevant justification below.
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9. CONCLUSION
We recommend that Safelife implements an Autonomous Line policy by 2022 with all of the
specified characteristics in order to become a first-mover in this emerging market and establish itself as
a reputable insurer of autonomous vehicles. Our analysis has shown that these vehicles are not only a
highly insurable risk, but that Safelife has the means to establish a first-mover advantage that other
competitors will never be able to keep up with.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A – ARIMA Time-Series Regression & Forecasting
To develop pure premium projections for our traditional line, we utilized ARIMA forecasting
with Safelife’s 2009-2018 claims data, forecasting average severity per car year of exposure over time.
We developed five separate models, one per coverage. This appendix will detail the process of selecting
these models.
Section A-1: Quarterly vs. Annual Modeling
We first examined our time series. The first step to projecting pure premium was to determine
how to aggregate the 10 years of claim/loss data provided by Safelife. Ultimately, we wish to forecast
the average pure premium per exposure for each coverage individually, over the next ten years. While
quarterly data for Safelife is available, we chose to examine whether or not annual data would produce
more accurate results over the course of the 10 years for the projections.
We developed and compared two time series for each coverage: each is calculated as total losses
for a time period, divided by car years of exposure in that period, on a quarterly and on a yearly basis.
We then compare their plots in Figure A-1:
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Figure A-1: Pure Premium Quarterly Vs. Yearly Projections (Bodily Injury Liability)
As shown above, there is significant quarterly variation for bodily injury pure premium, which
flattens into a much more stable trend when aggregated on a yearly basis. Other coverages produced
very similar results (Figure A-2).
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Figure A-2: Pure Premium Quarterly Vs. Yearly Projections (All Coverages)
Once the data is aggregated on a yearly level, a much more stable, gradual positive trend can be
observed in each plot. To account for the large outlier in 2010, we decide to model comprehensive
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coverage using only the last eight years. We further compare these time series, by plotting their
autocorrelation functions side-by-side (Figure A-3).

Figure A-3: Autocorrelation Functions
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Each quarterly time series displays numerous spikes above the significant level, indicating that
significant differencing must be done to obtain a stationary dataset that can be modeled. The yearly time
series, on the other hand, displays much less significant spikes. Each coverage exhibits the largest
autocorrelation at lag 1, but this spike is under the significant level for every coverage besides collision.
Given the existing outside data limitations, as well as the complications that would arise in differencing
the quarterly data, we decide to apply ARIMA models to the aggregated yearly data.

Section A-2: Annual ARIMA Model Summary
Using an automatic ARIMA modeling method, we fit a model to each coverage. Every time
series was identified as a (0,1,0) ARIMA process with drift; each is summarized in Table A-1 below.

Given the low standard errors for each of the coverages, we decided to move forward with these
models.
Section A-3: Consideration of Risk Classes
When considering the data on a more granular level, there are four ways to classify each policy.
Examining each of these trends broadly, an overwhelming consistency in trends, yet a difference in
means is observed across all groups, for all coverages. Bodily Injury coverage is shown below as an
example (Figure A-4).
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Figure A-4: Risk Class Comparisons
Given the overwhelming consistency of the trends shown above, we decide to continue modeling
an aggregated version of the entire dataset on a yearly level, to capture as much exposure as possible in
our time series (Section A-4). From there, we derive factors for each risk class based on the differences
in means between these risk classes (Section A-5).
Section A-4: Ten Year Aggregate Pure Premium Forecasts
We then applied ARIMA Forecasting to each model, forecasting forward 14 periods, through
2032. The forecasts, along with 80% and 95% confidence intervals, are provided below in Figure A-5,
Figure A-6, and summarized numerically in Table A-2.
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ARIMA Forecast - Pure Premium per Exposure
PI Coverage (80% and 95% Confidence)
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Figure A-5

Figure A-6
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Section A-5: Development of Risk Class Factors
Although it is clear that there is no significant difference in trend between different risk classes,
if we simply look at the pure premium by risk class, we can still see that there is a clear, consistent
difference in average premiums by risk class, as shown in the previous section. While our base model
produced an accurate projection of aggregate pure premiums over time based on our assumptions, we
realize that in order to remain competitive and not subject to adverse selection, Safelife must still charge
an appropriate granular rate for individual risks. Therefore, in order to address this issue, we decided to
calculate rating factors for each risk class that would appropriately adjust the aggregate pure premium
from the model output to be consistent with that risk class’ average pure premium.
All calculations expressed in this section can be found in the attached Excel file “A Team –
Safelife Traditional Factor Development.”
We began by individually analyzing each risk characteristic and comparing the pure premium for
just the specific characteristic with the overall aggregate pure premium. We used the following formula
to calculate the difference between the individual pure premium and the aggregate pure premium (shown
once as a general formula and again using the Small Vehicle Size as an example):
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General Formula:

𝑰𝒏𝒅𝒊𝒗𝒊𝒅𝒖𝒂𝒍 𝑪𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒄 𝑨𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒈𝒆 𝑷𝒖𝒓𝒆 𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒎𝒊𝒖𝒎
𝑨𝒈𝒈𝒓𝒆𝒈𝒂𝒕𝒆 𝑨𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒈𝒆 𝑷𝒖𝒓𝒆 𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒎𝒊𝒖𝒎

Example Formula (Small Vehicle Class):

𝑺𝒎𝒂𝒍𝒍 𝑽𝒆𝒉𝒊𝒄𝒍𝒆 𝑨𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒈𝒆 𝑷𝒖𝒓𝒆 𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒎𝒊𝒖𝒎
𝑨𝒈𝒈𝒓𝒆𝒈𝒂𝒕𝒆 𝑨𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒈𝒆 𝑷𝒖𝒓𝒆 𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒎𝒊𝒖𝒎

We ran this calculation across each individual year as well as across the entire 10-year range. We
also ran this calculation for each individual risk characteristics. We selected the straight average of the
ratio across the 10 years as our final factor for each individual risk class.
The results of this analysis are shown in Table A-3.

Source: Appendix G
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Appendix B – Competitive Analysis
Competitive analysis - defined as the benchmarking of competitors rates as can be reasonably
obtained from publicly available rate filings - is a common practice for insurers launching a new
insurance product for which they do not have data to properly assess (Wener, Modlin, 2016). In the
United States, all Property and Casualty insurance filings are open to the public when they are filed with
a state’s Department of Insurance (DOI). While some states allow confidentiality requests, others do not;
as a result, numerous public rate filing databases exist.
For our project, we chose to use ratefilings.com through S&P Global Market Intelligence.
However, many state DOIs also host databases with rate filings on their department websites, which can
be accessed without making an account.
In order for this competitive analysis to be applicable to this analysis, we had to make the
following assumptions:


The insurance market in the United States is representative of the insurance market in
Carbia



All competitors who filed rates in the United States are have assumed to have filed the
same rates with Carbia’s DOI



Carbia’s DOI allows filings outside of Carbia to be referenced or benchmarked



All approved rates in insurance rate filings are assumed to accurately depict the pure
premium of each risk being insured

In addition to profiling the current market trends in the automobile insurance industry, we used
competitive analysis to benchmark autonomous vehicle rates as well as cybersecurity coverage rates in
order to develop some of the projected pure premiums for Safelife’s new policy. In the end, we
conducted both a qualitative analysis and a quantitative analysis. Table B-1 contains furnished
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referential information related to all public filings used in this report for the qualitative analysis, while
Table B-2 shows the same information for the quantitative analysis.

All of the calculations developed in this section are shown in the attached workbook “A Team –
Competitive Analysis Summary.” In addition, we have included screenshots of the rating or the verbiage
we benchmarked or analyzed from each company filing in this Excel file.
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Section B-1: Qualitative Competitive Analysis
We conducted a qualitative competitive analysis in order to see how other insurers are treating
autonomous technology. This exercise was important to confirm that Safelife is in a position to become a
first-mover by launching an Autonomous Line. In addition, we used this analysis to develop some
assumptions about liability and claims handling.
First of all, we were able to confirm Safelife would gain a first-mover advantage by launching an
Autonomous Line. We have observed many different ways in which insurers are treating autonomous
vehicles. Table B-3 summarizes our observations along with examples:
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Section B-2: Quantitative Analysis – Pure Premium Adjustment Basis
Our primary application of the quantitative competitive analysis was comparing competitor rates
in order to develop a basis for the adjustment factors (Step 1 of Table 9). While no insurance company
has an autonomous line, a small handful of companies offer discounts for autonomous technology.
However, most of these discounts are not as large as we believe they should be, simply because these
companies do not have enough credible autonomous vehicle data to determine the true reduction in risk.
Therefore, we used outside research to supplement the results of the competitive analysis. However, we
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believe the competitive analysis is a good basis since it guarantees that Safelife will be more competitive
than the current market with this new policy.
We benchmarked a basis for these adjustment factors separately for both AVs and SAVs. In
addition, we conducted separate benchmarking for each different coverage currently offered in Carbia.
We developed the basis for our adjustment factors by taking the average of the factors being
applied to autonomous vehicles by four different competitors. In addition to using these four
competitors, we also used results of a study which focused on assessing the reduction in claim frequency
from adding autonomous technology to a car (“Crash avoidance features reduce crashes, insurance
claims study shows; autonomous braking and adaptive headlights yield biggest benefits”, 2012). By
taking the average of the competitors’ rates as well as the indications from this study, we developed the
bases for each coverage separately for both FAVs and SAVs. The individual competitor factors, as well
as the development of the final average, are contained in Tables B-4 (FAVs) and B-5 (SAVs) below:

Source: Appendix G; “Crash Avoidance Features Reduce Crashes, Insurance Claims Study Shows;
Autonomous Braking and Adaptive Headlights Yield Biggest Benefits”, 2012
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Source: Appendix G; “Crash Avoidance Features Reduce Crashes, Insurance Claims Study
Shows; Autonomous Braking and Adaptive Headlights Yield Biggest Benefits” 2012

Subsequently, we used these numbers in Step 1 of our calculations of the Pure Premium
Adjustment Factors. It is assumed that the basis for traditional vehicles is 1.00, so no competitive
analysis was conducted for these vehicles.

Section B-3: Quantitative Analysis – Cybersecurity Pure Premiums
In addition to benchmarking competitor rates for the Pure Premium Adjustment Factors, we also
utilized competitive analysis to directly develop pure premiums for both of the newly proposed
cybersecurity endorsements.
For the personal cybersecurity endorsement, we benchmarked the coverage terms and rating
from the personal homeowners program of Main Street America Protection Insurance company (public
filing NGMC-131652718). They filed a $50 USD charge for their Home Cyber Protection Coverage. In
addition to basing the terms of our endorsement off of their terms, we applied some modifications to
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convert this number to a pure premium in Carbs. First of all, we are required to modify this charge since
it is assumed to include expenses, not just pure premium. In order to get from this charge to a pure
premium, we must divide this charge by the company’s Loss Cost Multiplier, which is a factor that is
applied to pure premiums in order to load a company’s expenses into the calculation. We found Main
Street America Group’s LCM at 3.18 from a different filing (public filing AUST-131724890). After
dividing the $50 charge by the LCM, we multiplied the result by our currency exchange rate assumption
of Ĉ6/$1 to obtain our final charge for the personal cybersecurity endorsement. Table B-6 summarizes
the steps involved in this calculation.

Source: Appendix G
We chose to turn to a different public filing for the commercial cybersecurity endorsement. We
believe that the nature of confidential information susceptible to cyber-attacks holds a lot more risk for a
business, which typically stores sensitive customer and company information, than it does for an
individual person. For this reason, we elected to benchmark our commercial cybersecurity endorsement
from the businessowners program of GuideOne Mutual Insurance (public filing GDEA-131791204).
GuideOne filed a cyber suite coverage with numerous coverage terms and sublimits for each of the
covered perils. In addition, this company provided an explanatory memorandum which directly provided
pure premiums for each peril in this coverage, meaning no adjustments to remove expenses were
required.
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We assumed that Safelife’s endorsement would only use the lowest sublimit from each peril
under this coverage. We directly summed the individual pure premiums from each peril to obtain the
total pure premium for this endorsement. In addition, GuideOne’s policy allows for a business to insure
up to 5 buildings and locations. Therefore, we feel appropriate to only apply this charge to every 5 car
years exposure as opposed to 1. In order to obtain a charge per car year of exposure, we divided the sum
of the pure premiums by 5. Table B-7 summarizes the calculation of pure premium for each component
of this endorsement, while Table B-8 illustrates the development of our final pure premium for this
endorsement.

Source: Appendix G

Source: Appendix G
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Appendix C – Adoption Curve Estimation
There is a lot of speculation floating around from executives and other influencers, primarily
within the industry, about when we will or will not see autonomous cars on every street. However, these
speculations are often exaggerated as a marketing tactic and are not necessarily backed up by credible
projections. Therefore, we felt it appropriate to gather several different adoption curves—all based on
credible data—and take the average of these curves in order to develop the final curve for our analysis.
All calculations illustrated in this section are provided in the attached Excel workbook titled “A
Team – Adoption Curve Analysis.” We encourage Safelife to browse through these calculations for more
detail.
Section C-1: Adoption Curve Scenario Analysis (Fully Autonomous)
Ultimately, we gathered five unique adoption scenarios across two different sources in order to
conduct this analysis. Table C-1 summarizes these five scenarios, while Table C-2 shows the results of
averaging these scenarios.
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Source: Appendix G
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While ARIMA time series forecasting was appropriate for analyzing Safelife’s data, we did not
believe that these adoption curve projections lent themselves to the same type of analysis due to having
very few data points. As you can see, four of the five scenarios provided data in five-year increments. As
a result, we simply fit a line to the average of the five projections to develop an equation for the percent
of vehicles on the road with autonomous capabilities. We used this equation to calculate the projected
numbers between the five-year increments. Figure C-1 graphically illustrates this adoption curve and
provides the regression equation used to develop our adoption curve.

Figure C-1: FAV Adoption Curve Regression Equation
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Source: Appendix G
Note: Because Excel provided us with an equation based on five-year increments, we must make
an adjustment in order to obtain an equation for one-year increments. This adjustment is found by
1 1.612719

multiplying 3.7679 by (5)

in order to obtain a new coefficient of 0.002811.

As you can see, the regression equation we have built fits the data obtained from averaging these
scenarios extremely well. Although R-Squared normally is not a valid method of evaluating time series,
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we believe this methodology is sufficient since we are only using it to interpolate values for the years
between the five-year increments in the original scenarios. Table C-3 shows the numerical results of this
equation.

Source: Appendix G

Section C-2: Adoption Curve Scenario Analysis (Semi-Autonomous)
We have also conducted a similar analysis to project the number of Semi-Autonomous vehicles.
However, the fifth scenario only projected fully autonomous vehicles. Therefore, our analysis only
included the first four scenarios for Semi-Autonomous Vehicles. The average of the scenarios is shown
in table C-2 above, while the results of this are summarized in Figure C-2 and Table C-4 below.
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Source: Appendix G

Source: Appendix G
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Section C-3: Personal/Commercial Adoption Differences
Only Scenario 5 (from the Boston Consulting Group) distinguished between Personal AVs and
Commercial AVs. However, we believe their analysis of the split between commercial versus personal is
still credible. Therefore, we maintained the proportions of personal to commercial that were indicated by
scenario five.
We plotted the proportion of FAVs that were commercially owned as indicated by the Boston
Consulting Group and subsequently fit a line to these points in order to obtain a regression equation.
Again, this is not necessarily the best methodology for evaluating time series, but we do not believe the
data is sufficient for ARIMA modeling. Table C-5 shows the proportions we used to create this equation,
and Figure C-3 shows the fitted line and the regression equation. Also, please note that these percentages
represent the percentage of total autonomous vehicles, so they do not consider traditional vehicles.

Source: Appendix G
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% Commercial

Figure C-3: Commercial Proportion of AVs
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Source: Appendix G
We chose to build a regression equation for the commercial proportion of total autonomous
vehicles because the line exhibits a very strong fit as exhibited by the high R-Squared. Once we obtain
the commercial proportion using this equation for any given year, we subtract this number from 1 in
order to calculate the personal proportion. We have displayed the results of this equation for both
personal and commercial through 2034 in table C-6 below.

Source: Appendix G
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Appendix D – Pure Premium Adjustment Factors
This section will provide more detail about the Pure Premium Adjustment Equations shown in
the report. These adjustment equations were applied to the base projections that our ARIMA modeling
analysis forecasted.
These adjustment factors are also developed in the Excel workbook “A Team – Pure Premium
Development Workbook.” We encourage Safelife to browse through this workbook to explore how these
calculations are processed in action.
Section D-1: Fully-Autonomous Adjustment Factors
This section will cover the fully autonomous vehicle pure premium adjustment factors that were
developed in Section 4 of the report. We have recreated Tables 9 and 10 below as tables D-1 and D-2.
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These steps were applied separately by coverage; however, not every step is applied to each
coverage. Some of these steps are applied to account for third-party risk or to account for the value of
the car itself; however, not every coverage includes third-party risk or involves damage to the vehicle.
Therefore, we must look at the purpose of each step in order to determine which coverages it should
apply to. Table D-3 summarizes the purpose of each step:
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Several different numbers went into these steps. Table D-4 summarizes all the numerical
estimates and inputs for these calculations.
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The adjustment factor by year (for the range of our projections) is shown in Table D-5.

Source: Appendix G
Note: We used the indicated factors for every coverage except Property Damage. Since this
coverage only carries first-party risk, we felt that the discount for this coverage should be larger than
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what our formula indicated. We selected 0.213 because this is the number the Casualty Actuary Society
calculated for accidents/claims attributed to technological/environmental issues.
Section D-2: Semi-Autonomous Adjustment Factors
The steps used in calculating the adjustment factors for semi-autonomous vehicles are almost
exactly the same as the steps for the autonomous factors with a few slight adjustments. Since these
vehicles are not the focus of the report, we have briefly summarized the differences in Table D-6 below.

The resulting equations, as well as the results over the 10-year projection range, have been
provided in Tables D-7 and D-8, respectively, below.
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Source: Appendix G

Section D-3: Non-Autonomous Adjustment Factors
There are less extensive adjustments made to the pure premiums for non-autonomous vehicles.
We gave other types of cars a discount for the proportion of autonomous cars that were on the road in
any given year, so naturally, we must apply that same discount to non-autonomous vehicles since their
third-party risk is also reduced. Other than discounting for FAVs and SAVs on the road in any given
year, no other adjustments should be made.
The formulas for these adjustment factors and the results of these formulas are shown below in
Tables D-9 and D-10, respectively.
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Source: Appendix G
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Appendix E: Miscellaneous Suppor ting Calculations
In addition to the supporting calculations shown in previous exhibits, other calculations and
analyses were conducted which served to develop an input or other variable found in our final analyses.
This section will detail the following supporting calculations:


Supporting Analysis 1: Safelife’s Autonomous Line Market Share



Supporting Analysis 2: Total Cars in Carbia Over Time



Supporting Analysis 3: Cost of Autonomous Technology Over Time

All supporting calculations are provided in the attached Excel file “A Team – Miscellaneous
Supporting Calculations.”

Section E-1: Safelife’s Autonomous Vehicle Market Share
Under the assumption that Safelife will obtain a first-mover market share if it launches this
policy by 2022, we turned to a general study about first-mover market shares in order to estimate
Safelife’s market share for autonomous vehicles. We chose a study that provided T-Mobile’s market
share data by year in several different European countries from the years they launched in each country
(Whalley & Curwen, 2012). While not every launch represents a first-mover advantage, we selected
patterns that represented a first-mover advantage by choosing patterns that began above 40% and exhibit
a relatively decreasing trend. We then took an average of the market share from every t years from
launch. The results of this are shown in Table E-1.
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Source: Appendix G
We fit a linear regression line to these averages in order to smooth them, as there was an
awkward and unrealistic jump in the averages between the fourth and fifth years. Fitting a linear
regression line to this data created a more realistic decreasing pattern. Figure E-1 illustrates the data, the
regression line, and the regression equation as well as the corresponding R-Squared value.

Figure E-1: Average Market Share After Launch
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Source: Appendix G
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We acknowledge that linear regression is not the best method for analyzing time-series data;
however, we believe it is justified since we are merely using it to smooth the indicated averages.
We also acknowledge that the data underlying this analysis is limited due to the small sample
size. In addition, we must also make an assumption that the market share data for T-Mobile is
representative of what Safelife’s market share would be for launching an autonomous insurance policy.
Therefore, we recommend taking the strategic marketing actions recommended in Section 4 of the report
in order to guarantee that this market share is attainable.
Section E-2: Projection of Total Cars in Carbia Over Time
Another analysis that was necessary for projecting Safelife’s total pure premium was determining
the total amount of cars in Carbia over time. We decided to assume that the number of cars in Carbia
would grow at the same rate as that of the United States.
We used a report from the NHTSA to assemble a dataset containing the total number of
registered highway vehicles in the U.S. over time (Sprung et al., 2017). We then fit a linear regression
line to this data over time. The results of this regression are shown in figure E-2 below.

Millions of Vehicles

Figure E-2: Total Registered Vehicles Over Time
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Source: Appendix G
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2013

2014

2015

We omitted the years 2008-2012 from this analysis as the global recession clearly impacted this
number across those years. The fit of this line was also much stronger after omitting these years.
Therefore, we project that the number of cars in the US will increase by about 3.614 million cars
each year. Starting from 2015, where we know the total number of registered vehicles, we carried this
projection forward through 2035. We then examined the year-to-year rate of change from this projection.
We then applied the same rate of change to Carbia for each year starting from the year 2018. We found
the total Carbia cars in 2018 by taking Safelife’s exposure in 2018 (2,292,932 car years of exposure) and
divided it by Safelife’s market share (34%) in order to estimate Carbia’s total cars at 6,743,918 cars. The
results of applying the rate of vehicle number increase to this number are shown in table E-2 below:
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Source: Appendix G
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Section E-3: Cost of Autonomy Analysis
Another analysis required for this project was determining how much value autonomous
technology adds to a car on average. We believe this will be directly tied to the severity of car accidents
with AVs in the future, so this was an important analysis for our project.
We found a study that provided the cost of Level 3 and Level 4 autonomous technology as of
2015 and how this cost is expected to decrease over time (Bansal, 2017).
We found the average car price in USD for February 2018 to be about $35,300 ("Average NewCar Prices Jump 2 Percent for March 2018 on SUV Sales Strength, According to Kelley Blue Book",
2018). In addition, we also found that the average annual car price inflation from 2000 to 2018 to be
about 0.1017% (“Historical Price Inflation for Cars”, n.d.). We used this to project the average car price
through 2035. In order to determine how much cost autonomous technology adds to a car, we used the
following formula:
𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐶𝑎𝑟 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 + 𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑦
𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐶𝑎𝑟 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒
We conducted this calculation separately for Level 3 and Level 4 technology. We assumed that
the price of Level 4 technology is representative of the price of all autonomous vehicles while we
assumed that the price of Level 3 technology is representative of the price for all SAVs.
We applied the factors directly from the above formula to the FAV and SAV adjustment factors
for only Collision and Comprehensive. We believe these factors are only relevant to these two coverages
since other coverages are oriented around damage to people or property other than the vehicle.
The cost of autonomy data, as well as the development of these factors, is found in Table E-3
below:
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Source: Appendix G
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Appendix F – Extended Liability Discussion
Our calculations rely on the assumption that liability will fall primarily on owners/owner’s
insurers. Instead, some maintain that products liability law will cause manufacturers to retain full
liability for their vehicles. This outcome has two major assumptions: (1) Manufacturers own ALL
vehicles; (2) Every vehicle is fully autonomous (The CAS Automated Vehicles Task Force, 2018). The
CAS Automated Vehicles Task Force believes this shift to products liability could cause the average
vehicle premium to increase two to three times. For premiums to remain level, the accident frequency
would need to decrease by an estimated 75% (The CAS Automated Vehicles Task Force, 2018).
However, a shift to products liability may have less impact on premiums if manufacturers accept
liability if their self-driving vehicles cause a collision. In the United States, Volvo, Google, MercedesBenz, and Audi have stated they will accept this full liability (Branman, 2015 & “Audi confirms
acceptance of liability in self-driving car accidents”, 2017). We believe that this type of legislation is
outside the scope of our projections and likely won’t reach Carbia within the ten years of our projection.
However, the possibility of this legislation should be kept in mind for long-term planning.
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Appendix G – Attached Excel Files
Table G-1 provides an overview of the Excel workbooks included with this report.
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Appendix H – R-Code
# Setting up quarterly variables
claimdataqtr = read.csv("CarbiaClaims_Quarterly.csv")
claimdataqtr1 = subset(claimdataqtr, Year>=2011)
avgBIqtr = claimdataqtr$sBI/claimdataqtr$Exposure
avgPIqtr = claimdataqtr$sPI/claimdataqtr$Exposure
avgPDqtr = claimdataqtr$sPD/claimdataqtr$Exposure
avgCOLqtr = claimdataqtr$sCOL/claimdataqtr$Exposure
avgCOMPqtrfull = claimdataqtr$sCOMP/claimdataqtr$Exposure
avgCOMPqtr = claimdataqtr1$sCOMP/claimdataqtr1$Exposure
# Setting up yearly variables
claimdatayear = read.csv("CarbiaClaims_Yearly.csv")
claimdatayear1 = subset(claimdatayear, Year>=2011)
avgBIyear = claimdatayear$sBI/claimdatayear$Exposure
avgPIyear = claimdatayear$sPI/claimdatayear$Exposure
avgPDyear = claimdatayear$sPD/claimdatayear$Exposure
avgCOLyear = claimdatayear$sCOL/claimdatayear$Exposure
avgCOMPyearfull = claimdatayear$sCOMP/claimdatayear$Exposure
avgCOMPyear = claimdatayear1$sCOMP/claimdatayear1$Exposure
# Quarterly Aggregate Model setup
avgBIqtrts = ts(avgBIqtr,start=c(2009,1),end=c(2018,4), frequency=4)
avgPIqtrts = ts(avgPIqtr,start=c(2009,1),end=c(2018,4), frequency=4)
avgPDqtrts = ts(avgPDqtr,start=c(2009,1),end=c(2018,4), frequency=4)
avgCOLqtrts = ts(avgCOLqtr,start=c(2009,1),end=c(2018,4), frequency=4)
avgCOMPfullqtrts = ts(avgCOMPqtrfull,start=c(2009,1),end=c(2018,4), frequency=4)
avgCOMPqtrts = ts(avgCOMPqtr,start=c(2011,1),end=c(2018,4), frequency=4)
acfavgBIqtr = Acf(avgBIqtr)
acfavgPIqtr = Acf(avgPIqtr)
acfavgPDqtr = Acf(avgPDqtr)
acfavgCOLqtr = Acf(avgCOLqtr)
acfavgCOMPqtr = Acf(avgCOMPqtr)
autoArimaavgBIqtr = auto.arima(avgBIqtrts, ic = "aic")
autoArimaavgPIqtr = auto.arima(avgPIqtrts, ic = "aic")
autoArimaavgPDqtr = auto.arima(avgPDqtrts, ic = "aic")
autoArimaavgCOLqtr = auto.arima(avgCOLqtrts, ic = "aic")
autoArimaavgCOMPqtr = auto.arima(avgCOMPqtrts, ic = "aic")
# Yearly Aggregate Model Setup
avgBIyearts = ts(avgBIyear,start=c(2009),end=c(2018), frequency=1)
avgPIyearts = ts(avgPIyear,start=c(2009),end=c(2018), frequency=1)
avgPDyearts = ts(avgPDyear,start=c(2009),end=c(2018), frequency=1)
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avgCOLyearts = ts(avgCOLyear,start=c(2009),end=c(2018), frequency=1)
avgCOMPfullyearts = ts(avgCOMPyearfull,start=c(2009),end=c(2018), frequency=1)
avgCOMPyearts = ts(avgCOMPyear,start=c(2011),end=c(2018), frequency=1)
acfavgBIyear = Acf(avgBIyear)
acfavgPIyear = Acf(avgPIyear)
acfavgPDyear = Acf(avgPDyear)
acfavgCOLyear = Acf(avgCOLyear)
acfavgCOMPyear = Acf(avgCOMPyear)
autoArimaavgBIyear = auto.arima(avgBIyearts, ic = "aic")
autoArimaavgPIyear = auto.arima(avgPIyearts, ic = "aic")
autoArimaavgPDyear = auto.arima(avgPDyearts, ic = "aic")
autoArimaavgCOLyear = auto.arima(avgCOLyearts, ic = "aic")
autoArimaavgCOMPyear = auto.arima(avgCOMPyearts, ic = "aic")
par(mfrow=c(1,2))
# Plotting time series side-by-side
plot(avgBIqtrts, main="Quarterly Basis\nBI Coverage", ylim=c(350,450))
plot(avgBIyearts, main="Yearly Basis\nBI Coverage", ylim=c(350,450))
par(mfrow=c(4,2))
plot(avgPIqtrts, main="Quarterly Basis\nPI Coverage", ylim=c(150,300))
plot(avgPIyearts, main="Yearly Basis\nPI Coverage", ylim=c(150,300))
plot(avgPDqtrts, main="Quarterly Basis\nPD Coverage", ylim=c(300,450))
plot(avgPDyearts, main="Yearly Basis\nPD Coverage", ylim=c(300,450))
plot(avgCOLqtrts, main="Quarterly Basis\nCOL Coverage", ylim = c(400,700))
plot(avgCOLyearts, main="Yearly Basis\nCOL Coverage", ylim = c(400,700))
plot(avgCOMPfullqtrts, main="Quarterly Basis\nCOMP Coverage", ylim = c(100,600))
plot(avgCOMPfullyearts, main="Yearly Basis\nCOMP Coverage", ylim = c(100,600))
# Plotting autocorrelations
par(mfrow=c(5,2))
plot(acfavgBIqtr, main="Quarterly Basis\nBI Coverage", xlim=c(1,16))
plot(acfavgBIyear, main="Yearly Basis\nBI Coverage", xlim=c(0.5,9))
plot(acfavgPIqtr, main="Quarterly Basis\nPI Coverage", xlim=c(1,16))
plot(acfavgPIyear, main="Yearly Basis\nPI Coverage", xlim=c(0.5,9))
plot(acfavgPDqtr, main="Quarterly Basis\nPD Coverage", xlim=c(1,16))
plot(acfavgPDyear, main="Yearly Basis\nPD Coverage", xlim=c(0.5,9))
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plot(acfavgCOLqtr, main="Quarterly Basis\nCOL Coverage", xlim=c(1,16))
plot(acfavgCOLyear, main="Yearly Basis\nCOL Coverage", xlim=c(0.5,9))
plot(acfavgCOMPqtr, main="Quarterly Basis\nCOMP Coverage", xlim=c(1,15))
plot(acfavgCOMPyear, main="Yearly Basis\nCOMP Coverage", xlim=c(0.5,8))
# Summary of each forecast
summary(autoArimaavgBIyear)
summary(autoArimaavgPIyear)
summary(autoArimaavgPDyear)
summary(autoArimaavgCOLyear)
summary(autoArimaavgCOMPyear)
# Yearly forecasts thru 2032
avgBIyearforecast = forecast(autoArimaavgBIyear, h=12)
avgPIyearforecast = forecast(autoArimaavgPIyear, h=12)
avgPDyearforecast = forecast(autoArimaavgPDyear, h=12)
avgCOLyearforecast = forecast(autoArimaavgCOLyear, h=12)
avgCOMPyearforecast = forecast(autoArimaavgCOMPyear, h=12)
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